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Purpose 
 
This guide serves to provide a standard assessment protocol for use by Certified New Directions© 
Social Learning instructors for the Core Skills of Building Relationships, Listening to Understand, 
Praising Effectively, Making Requests, Leading a Planned Activity. 
 
To become certified in New Directions skills, participants must complete a two-part assessment 
process: 

Part 1: Knowledge Assessment  
AND for certain skills,  
Part 2: Practical Assessment.  

These guidelines are provided for the review and Practical Assessment of the core skills of Praising 
Effectively, Making Requests, and Leading a Planned Activity. Upon completion of a practical 
assessment, participants will be fully certified in the given skill. 

Use 
For learners who completed an online version of any one or all of the Core Skills of: 

• Praising Effectively 
• Making Requests 
• Leading a Planned Activity 

 
These learners will have already reviewed the skill content 
and have demonstrated Part 1: Knowledge Assessment, of 
the 2-part certification. At the end of the course, the learner 
will receive instructions to bring a printed certificate to a 
qualified New Directions© Instructor for face-to-face skill 
review, practice, feedback and completion of a practical 
assessment. As the instructor, you can schedule the practical 
assessments during your orientation training time, set open 
office-hours, or determine another method that works best for 
your location. 
 
Note: It’s recommended that practical assessment occur 3-5 
days from the time of knowledge assessment. This allows for 
on-the-job practice and a more accurate assessment of competency. 
 
Sample certificate from Praising Effectively: 

Summary of Responsibilities 
As a certified New Directions© Instructor you will: 

1. Help answer any questions a learner may have about the skill(s) 
2. Allow the learner to practice use of the skill(s) 
3. Deliver performance feedback to the learner 
4. Complete a formal practical assessment of the learner’s demonstration of the skill(s) 
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Sample Certificate  
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Practical Assessment Guide: Praising Effectively 
When approached by an employee requesting assessment/certification: 

Review and Practice 
1) Ask if he/she has any questions about the online course content. 
2) Explain the process that you’ll now follow to assess and certify: 

a) “First I’ll ask some questions about how you’ll use this skill on the job” 
b) “Next I’ll give you a few scenarios- you can take a moment to think about it and then you’ll deliver a Behavior-

Specific Praise statement” 
c) “I’ll give you some feedback on your statement, and once you’re able to demonstrate the skill successfully after 

some practice opportunities, I’ll rate your final performance on the certificate. If you’re able to demonstrate the skill 
appropriately you’ll be certified” 

3) Ask the following questions: 
a) “How many praise statements should you use, at a minimum, for each negative or corrective statement you 

deliver?” [4:1] 
b) “Occasionally when you’re working your supervisor will formally observe you for your use of these skills. How many 

Behavior-Specific Praise statements will he/she be listening for?” [at least 1] 
4) Present scenarios from the list below indicating yourself as the individual to be praised.  

Provide feedback after each one.  
When the learner is able to perform the skill independently and without any coaching or correction, ask the learner if he/she 
is ready to start with the official practical assessment or if more review is needed. 

Practical Assessment 
• Once the learner can perform the skill independently in practice, notify him/her that you will now conduct the formal assessment.  
• Deliver two scenarios and observe the learner’s performance of the skill.  
• The learner must demonstrate a minimum of 2 successful performances in a row; then document on the certificate: 

1. check each step demonstrated and provide an accuracy rating (Yes/No based on 5 required steps) 
2. check the Elements of BSP you observed and provide rating (Yes/No if Elements were effectively applied) 
3. sign, date, and indicate Yes/No passing rating 
4. document the reason for your rating in the comment section 
5. copy the certificate and submit to the learning department, give the original to the learner 

 

Scenarios Note: refer to yourself as the individual- the learner should use your name. 
1. I cleaned up my clothes from my bedroom floor. 
2. I ignored my peer’s teasing remark. 
3. I willingly participated in an activity that I usually don’t like to do. 
4. I held the door open for you to walk through. 
5. I offered to help a peer with an activity. 

 

Instructor’s Guide to Praising 

Behavior Specific Praise:  A positive statement intended to reinforce the desired behavior of an individual that acknowledges the individual by name (or 
in a manner in which he/she knows who is being praised), specifically describes/identifies the individual’s behavior, and incorporates a term of praise. 

Procedural Steps: 
 
Note: Steps 3, 4 and 5 can be 
performed in any order. 

1) Identifies the specific behavior to praise. 
2) Decides if the behavior qualifies for praise. 
3) If so, acknowledges the individual by name (or in a manner in which he/she knows who is being praised). 
4) Incorporates a term of praise. 
5) Describes the behavior. 

Example: • “Jon, nice work - you cleaned up your area!”  

Non-Specific Praise: A positive statement intended to reinforce the desired behavior of an individual that does not include all of the elements and 
procedural steps of Behavior Specific Praise.   

Example: • “Jon, your area is cleaned up – it looks nice.” 
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Practical Assessment Guide: Making Requests 
When approached by an employee requesting assessment/certification: 

Review and Practice 
1) Ask if he/she has any questions about the online course content. 
2) Explain the process that you’ll now follow to assess and certify: 

a) “First I’ll ask some questions about how you’ll use this skill on the job” 
b) “Next I’ll give you a few scenarios- take a moment to think about it and then you’ll deliver an Effective Request” 
c) “I’ll give you some feedback on your statement, and once you’re able to demonstrate the skill successfully after 

some practice opportunities, I’ll rate your final performance on the certificate. If you’re able to demonstrate the skill 
appropriately you’ll be certified” 

3) Ask the following questions: 
a) “When teaching an individual to follow rules and directions, what should happen after every request that an 

individual follows?” [Use BSP to praise following directions] 
Optional add on: if you’re not specifically teaching an individual compliance with rules/directions, what should 
happen after an individual follows your request? [Use BSP to praise the behavior] 

b) “What does it mean to make a start-up request?” [request to DO a specific behavior rather than STOP a behavior] 
c) “Is this an effective request? ‘John, can you please clean your room’. Explain” [no, it’s a question, not a statement] 
d) “What are some consequences at our center if one does not comply with your request?” [any relevant examples] 

4) Present scenarios from the list below indicating yourself as the individual to be addressed with the request. 
Provide feedback after each one.  
When the learner is able to perform the skill independently and without any coaching or correction, ask the learner if he/she 
is ready to start with the official practical assessment or if more review is needed. 

Practical Assessment 
• Once the learner can perform the skill independently in practice, notify him/her that you will now conduct the formal assessment.  
• Deliver two scenarios and observe the learner’s performance of the skill.  
• The learner must demonstrate a minimum of 2 successful performances in a row; then document on the certificate: 

1. check each step demonstrated and provide an accuracy rating (Yes/No based on 3 required steps) 
2. check the Characteristics of Effective Requests you observed and provide rating (Yes/No if effectively applied) 
3. sign, date, and indicate Yes/No passing rating 
4. document the reason for your rating in the comment section 
5. copy the certificate and submit to the learning department, give the original to the learner 

Scenarios Note: In all cases, you, as the individual, comply with the request. 
1. Make a request for me to set the table for dinner. 
2. Make a request for me to pause the game I’m playing so you can talk to me. 
3. Make a request for me to lower my voice at the table during meal time. 
4. Make a request for me to complete my homework. 
5. Make a request for me to fasten my seatbelt in the vehicle. 

 

Instructor’s Guide to Making Requests 

Effective Request:  A statement intended to direct an individual to perform a behavior that teaches and reinforces the “keystone” social skill of 
compliance (i.e. following directions).  An Effective Request is delivered by making a statement, and then following-through with Behavior Specific 
Praise for compliance or with an alternative consequence for non-compliance.  Effective Requests are few in number, specific, well-timed, appropriate 
to the individual’s knowledge and ability, and are stated as “start-up” rather than “stop” requests. 

Procedural Steps: 1) Decides what needs to be done. 
2) Makes a statement directing individual to do what needs to be done. 

a. Uses the sentence stem, “(Name), please ______.” 
b. Incorporates the characteristics of an effective Request.  

3) Follows-through 
• Responds with Behavior Specific Praise for compliance to the Request 

OR 
• Provides an alternative consequence for non-compliance  

Example: 
Non-Example: 

• “Mary, please set the table.”  (She starts setting the table.)  “Mary, nice job following directions.” 
• “Mary, will you please set the table?”  “Thanks for setting the table, Mary.”  
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Coaching Guide: Leading Activities 
*Note: this is not a “practical assessment”. Certification in Leading Activities requires a formal review and coaching of the skill only. 
When approached by an employee requesting review: 

Review and Practice 
1) Ask if he/she has any questions about the online course content. 
2) Explain the process that you’ll now follow to review and certify: 

a) “First I’ll ask some questions about how you’ll use this skill on the job” 
b) “Next I’ll present a scenario that we’ll use to discuss the steps of Leading an Activity” 
c) “I’ll give you some feedback as we discuss, and after a practice opportunity I’ll document this on the certificate. If you’re 

able to demonstrate understanding of how the skill will be applied you’ll be certified” 
3) Ask the following questions: 

a) “How would you summarize the three steps of leading a planned activity?” [Open involves transitioning in and setting up 
the activity, Conduct involves giving instructions and managing the activity, Close involves wrapping up and transitioning 
out of the activity] 

b) “What is the ‘premack principle?” [the concept of motivating individuals by reminding of a more desirable future activity ] 
4) Present the scenario below. Walk through the steps of leading an activity, and ask the learner: 

“What would you say to… 
a) Open the activity?... 
b) Conduct the activity?... 
c) Close the activity? 

Sample Leading Activity Scenarios  
1. Stretching exercises 
2. Go for a walk 
3. Play tic-tac-toe 
4. Write a letter 
5. Charades 

 
5) Deliver feedback and coach in the correct behaviors to demonstrate Leading an Activity. When you have reviewed each step 

and its associated behaviors and the learner can demonstrate that he/she understands each step: 
(a) notify the learner that he/she will be assessed on-the-job for an assessment of performance of this skill 
(b) check the boxes indicating Yes/No to each question 
(c) sign, date, and indicate Yes/No certification rating 
(d) document the reason for your rating in the comment section 
(e) copy the certificate and submit to the learning department  

 

Instructor’s Guide to Leading a Planned Activity 
Procedural 

Steps:  
 
 
 
 
 

Note: Steps in 
the “Conduct” 
phase can be 

performed more 
than once 

and/or in any 
order. 

1: Open 
• Transitions into the activity. 

(Moves individual(s) smoothly into the activity.) 
• Gains the individuals’ attention. 

(Makes sure individual(s) are paying attention and properly positioned to see and hear staff’s instruction.) 
• Introduces activity and provides a rationale. 

(Gives a purpose or benefit of the activity.) 
2: Conduct 

• Provides instruction and/or demonstration. 
(Explains and/or shows how to participate, as needed.) 

• Checks for understanding. 
(Makes sure individual(s) know what they are to do.) 

• OPTIONAL: Identifies the “Premack.”  
(Motivates by informing or reminding of a preferred upcoming activity.) 

• Uses attention to manage behaviors. 
(Attends to positive behaviors by acknowledging the behavior, praising, & engaging in positive interactions w/ the individual.)  

3: Close 
• Transitions out of the activity. 

(Moves individual(s) smoothly out of the activity.) 
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